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Thinking frameworks supporting communication of thinking
Common framework and language are desirable concepts for supporting thinking in educational
settings. Higher order thinking is more likely to be supported if students, teachers and parents all use a
common language and have a shared understanding of what is involved. In this presentation, two
Victorian F-12 schools are explored as case studies that highlight how a consistent whole school
approach can be used to promote thinking. The frameworks of Bloom’s and SOLO (Structure of
Observed Learning Outcome) are described and compared with examples from several content areas
across all year levels. The popular Bloom’s taxonomy is excellent for designing learning tasks for
differing thinking skills, while the SOLO framework can be used to classify students’ work according to
the levels of thinking within individual tasks. Consistent use of a well-publicised framework across a
school community can improve the learning and thinking of both students and teachers. Participants in
this session will be challenged to think about how these frameworks can be used in their own settings.
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A tale of two schools,

Bloom’s and SOLO
A whole school approach
“We don’t teach standalone lessons on critical thinking.
We introduce it at the beginning of the year, but then it just
becomes part of the shared language. The teachers use it
over and over again in the context of the lessons they
teach.”
Principal
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Bloom’s
Taxonomy
(Revised)
is used for teachers
when they assign
tasks.
They can use verbs
to categorise tasks.

(Anderson & Krathwohl, 2001).
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order
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er
List
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Higher order thinking
Evaluate
Creative
Analyse

https://federation.edu.au/staff/learning-and-teaching/teaching-practice/learning/levels-of-learning

Western Victorian
small rural
F- 12 school
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Students ran classes
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Children’s work
and checklist
every where
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SOLO - Structure of Observed Learning
Outcomes; used to classify student
responses to tasks.

SOLO taxonomy explained using Lego
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SOLO taxonomy
These three types of understanding- surface, deep, and
constructed or conceptual understanding- are built on the
Biggs and Collis (1982) SOLO model of student learning that
has proven most valuable both in developing models of
teaching and learning and also our understanding of
assessment
Hattie, J. (2009). Visible learning for teachers: Maximizing impact on learning. Routledge.

(Hattie, 2009, p29)
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Large Grammar school,
multi-campus, F-12
This is from the school website
and handbook
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SOLO

How was whole school thinking
implemented – BOTH SCHOOLS
• Self and Peer observation with focused classroom
checklists (many)
• Curriculum documentation checklists
• Explicit list of teacher expectations
• Whole school PD
• The PD I attended at the SOLO school, was on
The Differentiated Classroom (Tomlinson, 2014).
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Examples of tasks,
lower order thinking
and
higher order thinking

Lower order thinking
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PISA

Examples of tasks,
lower order thinking
and
higher order thinking

Lower order thinking

https://www.oecd.org/pisa/pisaproducts/Take%20the%20test%20e%20book.pdf

p.126

Why does it get dark at night?
The one question can be answered many ways.
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Why does it get dark at night?
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SOLO : Cooperating in a team sport
Prestructural – I need help to interact with others
Unistructural – I can participate in a team
Multistructural – I can participate in a team and take responsibility
Relational – I can interact in a team, adapting different roles to meet
differing demands
Extended abstract – I can interact confidently with others in team
situations, and make individual compromises based on identifying
ways to improve outcomes
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Ilgüy, M., Ilgüy, D., Fişekçioğlu, E., & Oktay, I. (2014).
Comparison of case-based and lecture-based learning in
dental education using the SOLO taxonomy. Journal of
dental education, 78(11), 1521-1527.
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Thinking prompts
•

How can you use these ideas in your setting?

•

Whole school approach, or variety of approaches?

•

Do students need to master lower order thinking
before they attempt higher order thinking?
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My own teaching of PSTs
Think/Pair/Write/Share
Mini whiteboards
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